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Rules 

Teams should toss a coin to determine last stone advantage in first game, thereafter 
they are determined. Marked *. 
All games will be 4 ends 
Measures will be conducted by the umpire 
Top teams in each section and the highest placed second team will qualify for semi-
finals. Teams will be ranked and 1 v 4 and 2 v 3.  
 
 
Scoring will be awarded on the following basis: 
2 points for a win 
1 point for a draw 
The winners of each age category will be determined on points, ends, shots up, total 
shots. 
 
 
 
Hotshots 
Each player will play a draw shot challenge and a strike challenge. On completion of 
the challenges each team shall nominate one player to play their golden draw shot 
and a different member of the team to play their golden strike shot.  
 
Draw shot scoring: 
2 points for a stone touching the 12 foot. 
4 points for a stone touching the 8 foot. 
6 points for a stone touching the 4 foot. 
10 points for a stone touching the button. 
Golden draw shot scores double the above points. 
 
Strike challenge: 
A stone will be placed on the back half of the button, bisecting the centre line and 
touching the tee line. The struck stone must clear the house completely while the 
played stone must stay in play to score points as follows: 
2 points for the played stone touching the 12 foot.  
4 points for the played stone touching the 8 foot. 
6 points for the played stone touching the 4 foot. 
10 points for the played stone touching the button. 
Golden strike challenge scores double the above points. 

   
The winning Hotshots team will be the one with the highest cumulative points for the 
draw shot and strike disciplines. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


